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A few years ago, I had a vision. 

I walked along a path. The mist ahead was thick and the way was shrouded. I 
could not see anything. I wasn’t scared, but was curious. Lord, would You clear 
the way? He pointed back to my feet. 

As I looked down, the mist receding with each step I took. It was easy to see right 
in front of me. I thought about a step of faith. But as I glanced to the opaque 
cloud ahead, I started to wonder if the thick fog was because of my own lack we 
needed to address. The Lord knew my thoughts and said, “I have you in a time 
when I want you to focus on each step as it comes. I will take care of the future 
and will reveal more clear vision in the next season. It’s not about your lack, but 
about My preparation for you.” 

What I learned in that season is this: God’s Got THIS! He is so faithful and true. In 
fact, Faithful and True is one of His names! God’s taken me through seasons 
where I can see a huge expanse and a vista of possibilities before me. He’s also 
hidden my ability to see even a few steps ahead in other seasons. 

Sometimes, the storms rage around me and God, in His wisdom, does not allow 
me to see the clear skies ahead. God’s taught me, sometimes I have to go 
through the storm to be the storm. It is mine to overcome with His peace and 
love. Overcoming it grants authority to speak peace and calm those storms that 
will someday come.

Many reasons can be shared about the “what this means” portion of those 
seasons. Some have to do with building reliance on Him to be my Way Maker. 
Others have to do with making sure I put my hand to things of the moment. 

He sets out to build a strong foundation in me. This sometimes requires a limited 
sight so I will not be distracted or miss the treasures of the moment by wishing 
away what’s coming. 

Not seeing clearly was a protection for my heart. My ability to “not know” what 
was coming allowed me to enter into that season without hesitation or fear for 
the battle or negative “what if” contingencies. 

God Makes a Way
By Christine Casten
Executive Director of TWC
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The deeper enriching (through this process) came as God built a deep place of trust in Him. No matter 
what is visible or hidden, each of us can be assured God makes a way every moment of every day. 

In those times when nothing is clear, prophecies have yet to pass, or we hold on to hope for what is to 
come, this trust is part of our warrior mindset. Trust in Him acts as a shield against “hope deferred 
making us sick.” It opens a way to be encouraged, renewed and hope-filled. 

Trust is the strong siege tower creating breakthrough 
from any enemy fortress or obstacle in my path.

Overcoming is a statement of fact. It’s a matter of when, not if. His hand is not too short and is always 
moving to bring the right timing to pass. I will, you will, overcome. We are overcomers!

God creates a way through. Always. He clears the path. He takes my hand and leads me down it. I do 
not have to waver, no matter how thick the fog, power of the storms or clarity of vista ahead. At the 
beginning, middle and end of the day. God’s Got this! God makes a way.

Reach …….Trust…….Overcome



How’s the exploration and sign-up for your 
personal account going? 

Access information twc_members/pw: 
MyTribe2019 expires August 18th. Please set 
up your new account  by then .

Please refer to the Website Upgrade 
publication along with the separate email 
with your new user name and temporary 
password to get everything set up.

THE PROCESS MAKES US RICH>>> If we 
are authentic to our Warrior training…we 
know it’s these experiences that help us 
grow and become David’s Mighty Men and 
Women of God! (See Training Highlights for 
more insight on these thoughts) 

HELP FOR YOU>>> With any upgrade, we 
can have a glitch or two as we step into the 
new. J Even with all the background 
administration and support (shout out to 
Sandy!) and from our web designer (shout 
out to Ryan Kee at Turnkey Designs), 
process is a bit messy at times. 

Please let us know if you experience any 
glitches at twc.memberservices@gmail.com
or contact support in your account ! 

TRANSFER TO THE NEW 
SYSTEM>>>Please transfer your account to 
the new system. We have set it up to make 
sure you will not be double charged. 

To take advantage of the new features, 
including upcoming discounts and referral 
rewards (for your member dues or to gift to 
another), you will need to have an account 
with your credit card in place. 

We have designed the system so you can 
activate your account, access the referral

rewards and explore the new specialize 
training video tracts through your account. 
As you sign up, you will be able to see how 
long until your current membership lasts 
before your card is charged at renewal. You 
you will still be able to find the free and a la 
carte video tracts through our system.

TWO MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS>>>In setting 
up your credit card, you will have the option 
to keep your Exclusive Access Membership 
(current membership) the same or – for a 
small amount -- upgrade to our All Access 
membership. All Access Membership 
includes everything in the Exclusive 
Membership, but adds full access to the new 
specialized training video section of the site. 
At this time we have three specific trainings, 
but will continue to add more. 

PRE-TWC WARRIORS AND TWC 
PARTNERS>>>These video tracts are set 
up as modified, or lighter, training than what 
we have in our exclusive membership. They 
will include new content created specifically 
for this section of our site*. These 
specialized training videos are also 
accessible to “pre-TWC Warriors” and our 
TWC partners and can be found on the 
public and member only side of our site.

*Those connecting to the specialized videos 
outside of TWC membership will not have 
access to our Exclusive Membership content 
(private side of our site, publications, 
coaching, self-paced training modules, 
advanced training modules, specialty intel or 
champion training, training calls, 
engagement calls, or our community 
connections, etc.) 
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Website UPGRADES

ROLL OUT !

mailto:twc.memberservices@gmail.com


SHARON Rudolph
Director of Member Development
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Rejoice Along the Way

On our journey to explore true intimacy with God, we sooner or later encounter 
circumstances that seem to challenge our faith and Who God is for us, until we realize that 
we are really being challenged by the goodness of God.  That paradox in the Kingdom of 
“in the world you will have trouble” and “I have overcome the world” from John 16:33 
becomes evident.   God blesses us to be in Christ and overcome like Jesus but some days 
don’t feel that way.

TWC’s self-paced training gives you the freedom to explore more of Who 
God is for you and who you are in the overcoming in a way that fits you best.  It provides 
process for you to receive upgrades for your “in the world” challenges.   In James 1:2-4 
and Romans 5:3-5, we’re encouraged to rejoice in our trials.  Our TWC training can help 
with putting these encouragements into practice.  You are an overcomer in the making and 
Father God is lovingly making a way for you to be able to rejoice and even enjoy whatever 
“in the world” stuff comes your way.  

That was my experience last June when I chose to be intentional about finishing up 
training I was in.  Because of other commitments it was taking way longer than the 
suggested time frame.  Even though the month of June had huge transitions going on in 
my family and work, the Holy Spirit was nudging me to make my TWC training a part of the 
journey.   I was amazed at how God used that training during that time to open up my eyes 
to Who He wanted to be for me through those transitions.  I loved being able to see the 
evidences of transformation God made a way for through the training.  Partnering with 
God to be who He made me to be while He was making a way being Who He is became 
fun making space for the rejoicing.

How does Holy Spirit show up for you in the midst of your “in the world” troubles?  
Who has He shown you that you are in the overcoming?   Why not considered that your 
current TWC training might be just what you need for your right now, or your what’s next?   
God always makes a way for us to be victorious, an overcomer like Jesus, and to rejoice in 
His being Who He says He is along the way.
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The Way Maker
Wendy Jitta

Sometimes, when we look ahead of us, the way seems dismal, blurry and 
uncertain. Which way do we go? Is there even a way? Early in our Warrior journey, 
it's so easy, when situations become tough, for us to give in and become depressed 
or discouraged. As we train, we turn to God in prayer and He whispers softly to us, 
"I will make a way for you."

Who is this God whom we so passionately serve?

Who is He really? Is He strong enough to make a way for us? Are His arms Mighty 
to embrace us and keep us safe? Psalm 91: 1-2 tells us:

1He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High
Shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.
2I will say of the Lord, “He is my refuge and my fortress;
My God, in Him I will trust.”

God desires to see our trust in Him, He delights in seeing our faith grow. I love the 
words of the song “God will Make a Way” by Don Moen:

"God will make a way where there seems to be no way,
He works in ways we cannot see,
He will make a way for me...."

We may not always see clearly what God is up to but we must trust Him with all of 
our heart. Isaiah 55:8-9 declares:

8 “For My thoughts are not your thoughts,
Nor are your ways My ways,” says the Lord.
9 “For as the heavens are higher than the earth,
So are My ways higher than your ways,
And My thoughts than your thoughts.

I’ve been experiencing some really tough times. 

Now, with enlightened eyes, I see that Papa had taken me on a journey of 
building my faith to tremendous proportions! 

It was a choice I had to make: give in to fear or hold on to the Rock of my Salvation. 
I have been tested and I have been found faithful. Now I want to tell the world that 
just as He parted the Red Sea for Moses, He will make a way for us! He is our Way 
Maker.

I 
will
make 

a
way 
for 
you.



How is your TWC 
training encouraging 
you in this season?

What possibilities are you 
exploring
with God right now?

How does Holy Spirit show 
up for you in the midst of 
your “in the world” 
troubles?

What does being 
“found faithful” look like 
to you?
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Look for these questions on Facebook. They come from our Frontline articles and 
are here to generate more conversation with our TWC Tribe. As you read Frontline, 

look at these questions and get ready to answer them over the next few weeks! 

How has God created a 
way when you didn’t see 
it? 

How is God opening new 
areas of trust in your 
life?

What helps you refocus 
on God and find joy 
when hope is deferred?

How is trust like a siege 
tower breaking through 
the enemy fortresses in 
your life?

What current ID 
statement are you 
using to 
overcome?

What is God 
revealing as you 
pray the Asia Impact 
Prayer?



God makes a way through everything in our 
lives, creating a training ground for us. These 
experiences invite us into greater intimacy with 
Him and call us up into more maturity. We can 
only give away what we, ourselves, have 
gained.

In thinking about the website upgrades and 
recent technology issues, God pointed out how 
the whole experience is a prophetic picture for 
TWC of how process enriches our TWC Tribe. 
We are a prototype, at the forefront of this 
transition to this new era in the Church. 

Everything we walk through is important. It all is 
a type and foreshadow of how we are rising, 
along with the territory we are taking, scouting 
and exploring for the coming move of God. 

As we explore our new identity of “Transition 
Specialists,” it’s a no brainer that we get to 
transition in technology, too. Amazingly 
enough, with the spiritual battle we have 
experienced in technology – can we just say 
that’s an indicator of the HUGE promise we 
have in this area??? Keep those prayers 
going…they are working!

We have the delight of being excited about how 
God is transforming our lives. Naturally, we 
want to share it with others. Our culture of 
encouragement means our tribe helps each 
other. This encouragement comes with words 
and extends through boosting others through 
scholarships. This passion created a need for 
new innovation in “referral rewards.” 

Our own transformation helps us re-imagine 
and bring Kingdom to earth. It’s easy to create 
a special gift for a referral, but it is not “typical” 
coding to choose to keep that 

TWC Training
by Christine Casten

gift, give it away to a specific person or offer 
it to a general scholarship fund. 

With regards to the specialized videos tab: 
The new video section offers a way to live 
out our upgrades and share our voices as 
we pour out of our overflow. 

• How often are we challenged to transition 
words and phrases we use in TWC to 
share with others? 

• How often are we asked to pinpoint what 
makes us think differently? 

• How are we able to stay in grace and see 
the world through God’s eyes? 

The hope with this specialized video section 
is to open this door. It’s a way for our 
warriors, who have accepted God’s invitation 
to deeper relationship, to offer the invitation 
God has on hand to deeper intimacy in 
Christ to others. 

This video platform is not for personal gain, 
but a way to testify and train; pointing 
ourselves and others towards God’s heart. 
Through it, we battle performance and help 
the body rise up on a broader scale, taking 
freedoms we have gained and passing them 
on to others. 

When we step back, we can see how our 
transformation as a community is taking new 
territory for the body of Christ. The website 
offered a prophetic picture for us for the new 
territory before us. God is a creative genius. 
This is a good life. The Warrior Class is a 
prototype for this coming age. TWC is an 
exciting place to be! 
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A Buddy Group 
For Your “Port of Call”

Join us in a grand experiment! 
We hope you will help us out! 

The week of August 19th, we will post a poll on Facebook. This poll will list the 
eight prophetic ID words (Our “Ports of Call”) from Training Days. (below)

We will pin the post at the top of the Facebook page. You will be asked to 
answer the poll by *Clicking on 1 of the 8 prophetic words God highlighted for 
your Port of Call. After a few weeks, we will collect the names with each word 
and begin creating Warrior Buddy groups. 

The groups will meet 1-3 times from September – November. You will get to 
connect, explore and unpack through your Port of Call word (from Training 
Days) with your group!

At the end of that time, we will hear back from you on what worked and what 
needs an upgrade in the process. We plan to have new groups in 2020.

*If you were not at Training Days in May, check on Training Journal 
Momentum, #18, beginning on page 14) on our website under 
Resources/Training Journals. Ask God which word resonates with your heart 
the most. Then go on Facebook and answer the poll. Or, if you are not a 
Facebook user, send in your information  (including which prophetic ID you 
connect to) and we will make sure you are included in a group. Send to 
twc.memberservices@gmail.com

Impact Maker

Delight Expander

Passion Bringer

Unity Creator

Sound Forger

Presence Abider

Kingdom Influencer

Light Bearer
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Member Spotlight

Joyce Bertoch

About you – My name is Joyce and I live in Kansas with my husband and daughter. Almost 5 years 
ago, I made a choice to follow Jesus out of a comfortable, successful ministry environment.  Little did I 
know how much He wanted to transform me from the inside out. It took several years of watching 
pieces of my life slip away before I reached the very bottom. 

At that place, I joined TWC in 2018, I began to realize God had so much more for me.  He wanted to take 
me to a place higher than I could imagine, the promise He gave me when I followed Him.  I began to see 
myself as He sees me.  He enabled me to trust.  I began to learn that He ALWAYS has good for me in 
every situation!  He showed me how to follow Holy Spirit instead of my own reasoning when making 
decisions.  

Today, I walk in so much glorious freedom every single day.  I marvel at His wisdom.  I am so, so excited 
to see what He has for this next journey of climbing and freedom!

What part of God's nature are you discovering?   I am discovering God as Emmanuel.  He 
is with me in any situation – and that makes all the difference.  Because He is with me, He watches over 
me and I see the freedom He desires!  When I bring His presence into any struggle, it displaces the 
negative emotions.  I then can see His wisdom and heart for the situation and begin to move into that!  
It is the place in which I have longed to live - finally coming to pass!

Share some of your Identity Statements: I AM AND AM BECOMING…
I am His beautiful creation, deeply known, intricately woven and established.  My Savior understands me 
in the deepest way possible (Psalm 139).

I am a treasured victorious Bride, of the Mighty Warrior of Israel basking in His songs of deliverance over 
me.  No matter what comes against me, He ALWAYS fights for me (Zeph 3:17-20)

I am a strategic wall builder for my family and the communities around me.  I equip others to build walls 
for their communities and enable them to have a passion for intercession. (Nehemiah 2:17)
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I am in Him. He is in me.
Together we are………

The  Ultimate Warrior

I am God’s ambassador going where He tells me to go, doing what He says to do, and saying 
what He commands.  I pull down systems only to build them up on a solid foundation so that 
they will stand and glorify my King  (Jeremiah 1).

I am a lover of the unfathomable ways of God.  I love looking at situations and circumstances 
from His perspective and bringing that new perspective to others (Romans 11:33-36).

How are you growing in Becoming the Beloved….
Three of my identity statements are about my value in and to Him.  In short, I am beautiful, 
treasured, and contented.  Each are tied to passages of Scripture.  I have very intentionally 
spent time receiving, declaring, and journaling in these passages for the past 6 months.  As I 
have grown in my belief of these statements, I go deeper in understanding how beloved I 
am.



Who We Are

The Warrior Class is a global community of passionate people
who train together and pray together. It’s available from any
location with internet access. We focus on the majesty of God
to better understand and encounter our true identity in Christ.
We tap into our unique training resources, coaching and
community connection to rise up as Kingdom Warriors and
create Crafted Prayers of Impact.

WHAT ARE THE PERKS YOU GET AS A WARRIOR 
IN THE WARRIOR CLASS? HERE’S A TASTE!

• We have a unique community – unlike any other! 
• Connect – Transform – Re-imagine – Kingdom Life 

through God’s Eyes!
• Process Focused Training Modules – unique to TWC and 

Kingdom Warrior training. Most are self-paced!
• Access to Specialty Training – (Once Foundations 

training is complete)
• Leadership Development – Developing and living a 

Kingdom culture of leadership
• Team Coaching to support you in your training.
• Dynamic Group Calls – share and hear warrior 

upgrades/transformation
• Training Videos and WarriorTech Support
• Access/Invites to local TWC gatherings
• 8+ years of archived resources – training articles, blogs 

and member highlights
• Community Facebook interaction, conversations, videos 

and call recordings
• Personal Feedback for each completed training
• Intercession Projects (Blueprints) – Invitation to 

contribute 1-3x a year
• Pray Impact Prayers – TWC wide and individually
• Contribute to blogs and member articles – voluntary
• Two Publications a month with more training, powerful 

questions, upcoming events, and articles from our 
warriors in many different roles.

• Discounts – Warrior events, resources, etc.
• Fun, excited, passionate community of Warriors seeking 

the more of God and the delight of seeing Him transform 
us into His image!

• And many more!

We encourage you to enjoy this 
publication of The Warrior Class. 
We created it with you in mind to 
support you on your journey with 

the Lord. 

You are welcome to print out a copy 
for your personal use and share it 

with friends or send it to them 
through email. 

If you refer to this publication in a 
group or talk, please sight the 

source and share a little about TWC 
so others can hear more about us. 

Stayed tuned for more ways to 
connect. We are in the process of 

creating new social media accounts 
for TWC. Currently we are posting 
on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter 
and will add a few more. We will 
post the information on how to 

connect soon.
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